The WEIDMÜLLER

IGE+XAO partnership :
“An integrated solution
to increase productivity
and quality ”

The Specialist in Computer-Aided Design dedicated to
Electrical Engineering, Systems and Industrial Fluids

The IGE+XAO and WEIDMÜLLER partnership will help increase productivity and quality
when creating electrical schematics, by :
		
		

- Integrating the Weidmüller’s product database into IGE+XAO’s SEE Electrical Expert and SEE Electrical/CADdy++.
- Generating and printing labels with data extracted directly from SEE Electrical Expert and SEE Electrical/CADdy++.
Easy symbols referencing
during the design stage.
SEE
Electrical
Expert
and
SEE Electrical/CADdy++ include
several thousand Weidmüller’s
symbols that makes the creation of
electrical schematics extremely easy.
With a few clicks, the design engineer
can assign Weidmüller’s references
to the symbols used in the Electrical
CAD package.

				 Increase

Productivity

Increase
		 Quality

Easy label generation
and printing

RailDesigner®
Once the electrical schematic is
created in SEE Electrical Expert
or SEE Electrical/CADdy++ then it
is easy to export and to import into
Weidmüller’s RailDesigner®.
The new version of RailDesigner®
is a time-saving program which
makes it much easier for you to
select, plan and order mounting rails
and enclosures with a high level of
precision. RailDesigner® will take
care of everything else for you.
With its integrated interface, inputting
data from your CAE system is easier
than ever. That means maximum
convenience for you: just import
your data and you’re done! The
information terminal data, bridges,
markers and accessories are
transferred during data exchange
with your CAE programs.

M-Print® PRO

PrintJet II

Once the electrical schematic is created
in SEE Electrical Expert or SEE
Electrical/CADdy++ then it is easy to
export and to import into Weidmüller’s
M-Print® PRO.
M-Print® PRO is a software application
to design and print Weidmüller markers
and tags. Labels are printed by using the
Weidmüller’s PrintJet II. The PrintJet II
prints all types of Weidmüller MultiCards
for terminals, wires and devices. The
complete system allows significant time
savings when preparing and installing
markers and tags.

About the respective products :
SEE Electrical Expert and SEE Electrical/CADdy++
constitutes the bulk of the IGE+XAO packages
dedicated to high and medium needs. They include
advanced functionalities such as enhanced terminal
blocks management, parts lists generation, installation’s
synoptic design, PLC management, etc.

Printjet II -

The MultiCard system allows for a versatile and rapid
creation of individual prints, while saving significant
time and costs during your electrical installation’s
marking.
Weidmüller specially developed the PrintJet for the
MultiCard concept. No compromises have been made
with regards to printing quality, printing speed or
operating comfort. All of the advantages of the stateof-the-art printing technology have been optimized to
suit the MultiCard system.

M-Print® PRO A professional Windows®-based software application
used to print and order Weidmüller markers and
labels. This software application helps you optimize
your marking electrical equipment processes. Its
compatibility with a wide range of CAD applications
saves you time and costs, since it allows you to design,
print and order your marking material effortlessly,
professionally and rapidly such as texts, frames, lines,
graphics, barcodes, serial numbers and photos. Its
clear and concise menus, as well as its permanent
print preview, greatly simplifies its usage.

About the partnership :
The IGE+XAO Group and Weidmüller have signed a strategic partnership in order to launch on the market an
enhanced productivity and error-free design solution. Both companies have agreed to develop data exchange
between WEIDMÜLLER’s and IGE+XAO’s products. In addition, they will team up worldwide in order to conduct
cross-selling and marketing operations. Together, the two companies cover 70 different countries in Europe,
America and Asia/Far-East.

About the IGE+XAO Group :

About Weidmüller :

The CAD Specialist dedicated to Electrical
Engineering, Systems and Fluids.

The Leading Manufacturer of Components
for Electrical Connection Technology.

Over 23 years experience
22 locations in 16 countries
Over 350 employees
Over 59,000 licences sold worldwide
Listed on the Stock Exchange since 1997

Founded in 1948
Sales companies and agencies
in over 70 countries
Over 2,300 employees

For more information please contact :
IGE+XAO Headquarters
Phone : +33 (0)5 62 74 36 36
Fax : +33 (0)5 62 74 36 37
Email : info@ige-xao.com
or find the closed office to you on :

www.ige-xao.com

WEIDMÜLLER Headquarters
Phone : +49 (0)5231 14 0
Fax : +49 (0)5231 14 20 83
Email : info@weidmueller.de
www.weidmueller.com

